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Washington, D.C. 20555 |
,
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RE: FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REQUEST _,{

Dear Ar. Grimsley:'

r

This iequest is made pursuant to the Freedom of Information
-Act {FOIA), 5-U.S. C. 522, as amended. UNION ASSOCIATES = submits- 'I
this request to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission -{NRC) to - obtain '

documents regarding the following: :
a

~All documentation regarding a frecorandom = dated March I
''

20,'1984, written by NRC / Chairman Nunzio J.- Palladino to'
fellow NRC corrissioners'in which Mr.-Palladino: called'on:
the ether commissioners to join with hir in reducing' delays.
at the Shoreham and Lirerick nuclear power plants..;In this1 :

~

'merorandum, Mr. .Palladino also discusses a task force 1
created on March 12, ~ 1984, 2 by William Dircks ' who was:
executive director of operations _for_the NRC'at that tire.

In your response, . the NRC . should: consider L * documents" 'to ;

mean any and all forms of written < communication, including
_ ,

;

~ internal NRC staff memoranda. Year' response should alsof nclude,.i

but not be limited to, the following:-

repo rts, studies , plans , z graphs,. cha rts , ' diagram.s, ,

mercranda, correspondence, test'results, working papers,- ';
- meeting notes.and. minutes, computer records;and' print-outs', <

,

notes and: summaries of' conversations'and' interviews..
,

These documents are specifically requested _from,.but not-
limited .to, the following; offices of the NRC:

' Office of the NRC Chairman
Of fice . c f- Investigations -

.

.

'

Of fice of : Inspection and Audit >

q
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Office of Nuclear Reactor Research
Office of Inspection and Enforcement ~ ,

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
Office of Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data -

Operating Reactors Branch of the Division of. Licensing.

UNION ASSOCIATES requests the NRC to provide all doeurents
prepared or utilized by, in the possession of, or routed through
the NRC containing any and all information related to the
following.

Letters, memoranda, reports and other doeurents prepared
either by the NRC corrissioners and/or personnel, FEMA
personnel or Long Island Lighting Co. personnel, consultants
or Jobbyists which contain information regarding the
rercrandum dated March 20, 1984, by Mr. Palladino..

In your response, please identify which docunents correspond
to each request iterized above. If any of the r,aterial covered
by this request has been destroyed and/or removed, please provie
all surrounding documentation, including, but not limited to a
description of the action (s) taken, relevant date(s) and
justification (s) for the action (s).

For any documents or portionsoof docurents you deny due to a
specific FOIA exerption, please provide an index iterizing and
describing the docurents or. portions of documents withheld.
Pursuant to Vauchn v. Rosen (I), 484 F.2d 280 (D.C. Cir. 1973),
cert. denied, 415 U.S. 977 -(1974), the index is required-to
provide a detailed justification of your grounds for claiming
each exerption and an explanation of why each exemption is
relevant to the docurent or portion of.the document wittheld.

We look forward to your answer within ten days. Thank you

for your attention to this ratter.

Sincerely,

/.

fW
Lenora Stewart
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